2014 NEWPORT, VT LIVABILITY REPORT
Transportation and Streets

LARGEST UNMET NEED

-72.9%
Easy Connection with Public Transportation

93.6% say it is important to be able to easily connect with other public transportation services outside of Orleans County. Only 20.7% say this is present in their community, resulting in a gap of 72.9%.

88%
Drive Themselves in Order to Get Around

47%
Walk in Order to Get Around

23%
Have Others Drive Them in Order to Get Around

Rates show respondents who checked "yes" under each mode of transportation.

MOST IMPORTANT FEATURE

WELL-LIT STREETS

Well-lit, safe streets and intersections for all users is the most important transportation and street feature (88%) to Newport residents age 45-plus.

GO VERMONT

40%

40% say that the Go Vermont or the Car Share Program is extremely or very important to have in their town.
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